
  



 



 

 

EDITORIAL 
Hi and welcome to the third edition of C64 Blast.  I’ve 

decided to change the main focus of the magazine for 

this issue and most likely for future issues.  Apart from 

the games of course, one of the things I loved about 

the era was flipping through the magazines at the time. 

So, I have found it fun and interesting to go through 

the magazines of past, and pull out articles and reviews 

which I hope you will find interesting too.  There will also e some original 

content too, and this issue includes an interview I did with a hero of mine, 

Roger Kean was the brain child behind Zzap!64, Crash and Amtix, as well 

as many other projects since. Any comments, photos or articles welcome, 

email me at philjohnwheatley@gmail.com 

  All the best, Phil 

   

This issue and future editions: www.theretrogamesnews.com/c64  
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Interview: Roger Kean 

Anybody who spent hours in their 

bedroom reading magazines such 

as Zzap!64 and Crash have a lot to 

thank this man for. Both of those 

titles were shifting 100,000 units a 

piece and changed the face of 

computer game journalism forever. 

We were able to catch up with 

Roger to get some behind the 

scene information about the 

magazines, and about what he is 

up to now with another legend, his 

partner Oliver Frey. 

 

C64BLAST: What was your fondest 

memory of working on the zzap!64 

and Crash magazine? 

Roger: I have almost too many fond memories to mention, but I guess 

the annual shows at Olympia figure most. The enthusiasm of the visitors 

was overwhelming, not only for the games and the magazines, but also 

for the staff who put them together. It was common to have long lines 

waiting to get a word with Robin Candy, Gary Penn and Julian Rignall; to 

get autographs or a T-shirt emblazoned with an Olibug or a Rockford by 

Oliver Frey. I think Crash and Zzap!64 were the first magazines in which 

the reviewers and tipsters became stars in their own right, though none 

of them lost sight of the real job, providing authoritative and trustworthy 

reviews. 

 

C64BLAST: From the outside, it seemed very glamorous working with the 

Zzap!64 team, what was the reality like? 

Roger: As with most jobs, putting the magazines together every month 

was a never-ending task, both from the editorial and art-production 

points of view. We had none of the modern electronic technology to speed 

up the process, apart from Apricot computers for text production. In the 

King Street offices it was a common sight approaching midnight to find 



four or five guys hammering away on 

joysticks and keyboards, and a couple 

more crashed out under the 

worktables, fast asleep. The glamour 

was all in the eyes of the beholders, 

but the joy came from opening the 

latest issue. Then, of course, came the 

post-partem meeting when all the 

errors of text and design were 

exposed, discussed and lessons 

learned. 

 

C64BLAST: Would you ever consider 

starting a magazine again? 

Roger: I don’t think I’d consider 

starting a magazine again. A decade of publishing up to six monthlies was 

quite enough! Besides, there are plenty of publishers doing a very good 

job and incorporating Internet editions and I think I would be out of touch 

today. 

 

C64BLAST: What is the secret of having such a good and long working 

relationship with Oliver Frey? 

Roger: Basically being best friends since being at the London Film School 

and having a great deal in common. I always seemed to be able to come 

up with an image suggestion for all the covers I worked on as editor, 

which Oliver could turn into one of his masterpieces. Subsequent editors 

treated him more as a resource to sort out the problem of wanting to 

feature two, three, or more games on the cover and not quite knowing 

which to feature prominently. 

 

C64BLAST: Did you get any time to play on the games yourself; do any 

of them stand out as a personal favourite? 

Roger: I played a lot of games in the first 18 months of Crash, but 

almost never thereafter. Personal favourites were Jetpack, Lunar Jetman, 

Jet-Set Willy and at home later, Sonic the Hedgehog and its sequel. 



 

C64BLAST: Do you keep in touch with any of the well know game 

programmers of the time? 

Roger: I do keep in touch with a few of the well-known game 

programmers of the time to a limited degree—mostly via Facebook—and 

often because they were employees turned developers, like Gary Penn 

and Gary Liddon. 

 

C64BLAST: What are your views on games today compared to those of 

the 80s? 

Roger: Too many games today rely on the superb graphics and lifelike 

animation and forget raw gameplay. Attending Replay Expo at Blackpool 

last November reinforced this as I watched young teenagers hammering 

away at the mass of arcade machines annihilating a myriad sprites with 

rapt faces and having a tough time of keeping up. The Spectrum and 

Commodore64 graphics have no comparison with today’s offerings, but 

that very limitation meant coders had to use their imagination to create 

an environment that dragged the player in through gameplay. And then, 

imagine what tiny computer memories they had to play with. That 

focused the attention and taxed their 

minds with how to accomplish what 

they wanted through clever 

algorithms and compression 

routines, almost all devised in back 

bedrooms. 

 

C64BLAST: Along with your many 

successes, you also publish your own 

books.  How did the idea for the Big 

Action Library stories come about? 

Roger: I wanted to rejuvenate the 

action-adventure stories of Victorian 

author GA Henty. He wrote for 

teenage boys, but the language, 

structure and dialogue are too 

antiquated for today’s market. As a 



result, I rewrote and restructured them (several times) to the point that 

they have almost no connection to the originals. And I wanted them to 

appeal to an adult market as well as the so-called “Young Adult” segment, 

which meant avoiding the Boys Own Paper type of storytelling. Henty 

wanted to hammer home history—effectively the greatness of the British 

Empire and the superiority of Englishmen over all others—which posed an 

interesting challenge; to let the factual history out through the characters’ 

eyes instead of parading events through which the characters wander. 

 

C64BLAST: Do you ever get time to relax, if so what do you like to do in 

your spare time? 

Roger: I don’t get a great deal of spare time since I enjoy working too 

much! My main relaxation comes from watching movies on DVD (rarely in 

the cinema these days) in the evenings and—dare I say it?—watching Oz 

soap “Neighbours” at lunchtime. Apart from the morning and lunchtime 

news on BBC, I don’t watch much television programming. I do a lot of 

video editing (Final Cut Pro) of home movies and more commercial 

projects, like the ones on Youtube for Oliver’s website. 

 

C64BLAST: Thank you Roger for a great interview! 

You can find more about Roger’s literature at: 

http://www.recklessbooks.co.uk/  

Please also check out Oliver Frey’s website at: 

http://www.oliverfreyart.com/ 

http://www.recklessbooks.co.uk/
http://www.oliverfreyart.com/


  



 



 



 



 



This Issue’s C64 Legend – Antony Crowther 

If you had a Commodore 64 in the 80s, then this man will be very 

familiar.  He first started writing games for Alligata, such as 

Blagger, Loco and Trapp, but is probably best known for games he 

wrote for Gremlin.  Games such as Wanted: Monty Mole, Suicide 

Express and William Wobbler are firm favourites to this day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  



  



  



  



  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 

CLOSING THOUGHTS 
Thanks for tuning into issue 3, and issue 4 will promise to have more 

nuggets from your favourite computer magazines, and an exclusive 

interview with Simon Taylor, author of the Vic 20 game Blitz! 

See you next edition! Cheers, 

Phil www.theretrogamesnews.com/c64  

RESOURCES – CHECK ‘EM OUT! 

CHRIS WILKINS https://fusionretrobooks.com/  

Amazing retro books covering the C64, Spectrum, Amiga and more.  Also 

look out for his C64 Group on Facebook, search on Facebook for “The 

story of the Commodore 64 in Pixels” 

FREEZE 64 

http://www.c64endings.freeolamail.com/freeze64/freeze64.htm  

A great fanzine on the subject of C64 pokes, hints and maps. 

RESET 64 http://reset.cbm8bit.com/  

Long established C64 fanzine, a fantastic read and also has the option of 

cover disks. 

OLIVER FREY ART http://www.oliverfreyart.com/  

Legendary artist who created the covers of Zzap!64, Crash, Amtix as well 

as computer game covers, comics and more. 

Commodore 64 Fan App https://www.commodore64fan.com/  

A brilliant, free C64 app which links you to commodore resources. 

PIXEL COFFEE https://www.pixelcoffee.co.uk/  

If you like Coffee, and retro games, you need to check this site out!! 

RETROGAMER http://www.retrogamer.net/ Who doesn’t love this mag!? 

http://www.theretrogamesnews.com/c64
https://fusionretrobooks.com/
http://www.c64endings.freeolamail.com/freeze64/freeze64.htm
http://reset.cbm8bit.com/
http://www.oliverfreyart.com/
https://www.commodore64fan.com/
https://www.pixelcoffee.co.uk/
http://www.retrogamer.net/


 


